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10 Years securely hosting collaborative drug discovery CDD vault in a single, privately managed "cloud"
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Drug Discovery Collaborations have been securely hosted in the CDD Vault since before "The Cloud" was part of our 
everyday vocabulary. A decade of experience provides unique insights to make individual drug discovery collaborations, 

and complex collaborations economically scale. Layering unique collaborative capabilities upon sophisticated drug discovery 
informatics functionality unlocks and amplifies synergy between biologists and chemists. In addition to intuitive registration, 
structure activity relationship tools, and secure collaboration tools, CDD has given back to the community public data sets 
(in CDD Public and Pubchem), Open Source Descriptors and Models (in GitHub and CDK toolkits), and via free mobile 
applications (TB Mobile). Researchers need to have tools that balance individual needs for robust, intuitive registration and 
bioactivity analyses while at the same time facilitating collaborations with secure data partitioning, communication, and group 
engagement. Collaborative technologies have crossed the chasm from academic, neglected disease to mainstream commercial 
drug discovery applications. Since collaborative technology is "therapeutic area agnostic", it has generally been proven 
equally applicable for commercial applications. Representative commercial case studies include broad consortia such as the 
NIH Neuroscience Blueprint collaboration between drug discovery companies, CROs, together with seven leading academic 
biology laboratories as part of a 5-year government contract to advance new CNS drugs into the clinic. As well as more focused 
examples following the lean venture funded model such as the collaboration between Acetyton Pharmaceuticals with Harvard 
and a Chinese CRO to bring a selective HDAC inhibitor into the clinic. Collaborative innovation allows well-integrated 
specialization required for drug discovery both within and between laboratories. Particularly for collaborations between large 
and small companies or between industry and academia - superior collaborative tools are fundamentally important to catalyze 
faster progress. In summary, by spanning the continuum of private, collaborative and public modes, researchers globally can 
now seamlessly collaborate across the pre-competitive and competitive landscape.
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